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Committee 

Sonic Screwdriver, incorporated 1981: A0050412P, is an official 
not for profit fanzine and an amateur production by the Doctor Who 
Club of Victoria.  It is not published for profit or monetary gain.  All 
enquiries should be addressed to the club.  Opinions, views and 
articles expressed herein do not necessarily reflect those of the 

club, its committee and/or members.  All attempts have been made 
to not supersede the copyright of others.  All copyrights not 

otherwise listed are unintentional.   
Please notify the editor immediately if you see your material is 

uncredited and we will credit it in a future edition.   
All material is copyright ©2010 Doctor Who Club of Victoria. 

All Doctor Who related articles, insignia and pictures are copyright 
©2010 BBC Enterprises.   

Doctor Who Magazine © 2010 BBC Enterprises.   
All Australian Broadcasting Corporation related articles, insignia, 
etc. are copyright ©2010 Australian Broadcasting Corporation. 

Doctor Who Club of Victoria related articles, insignia and pictures 
are the property of the club ©2010.   

Sonic Screwdriver logo copyright  ©2010 by Michael Young.    
All Submissions copyright ©2010 to their respective authors.   

All submissions marked to their respective authors.   
All other copyrights are as listed within the articles.  
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Michael Young 
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Michael Young 
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Contact us 

PO Box 8080 
Rippleside VIC 3215 

 
www.dwcv.org.au 

 
forum.dwcv.org.au 

 
Facebook search for: 

Doctor Who Club 
Victoria 

Want to Help 

Anyone interested in 
assisting the club in any 
manor, however small, 

please contact us. 
 

We always need content for 
Sonic, so please submit 

anything you create. Help at 
meetings is also needed, so 

please come forward. 

Membership Information 
Please note new Details - Bulk renewal issue 177 

CARD MANIA/POPCULTCHA 
111 Ryrie Street, Geelong, 3220  

5229-1992 
 

They are especially good for the 12" radio-controlled 
Daleks, and often have ‘not quite right’ models at a 

fraction of the price, if you're prepared to have a fault 
that is usually simple and repairable.  They have 

offered us a generous 15% on all full-price stock for 
your FIRST purchase then 10% ongoing, and have 

given us an online code DRWHOCLUB. 
Website is www.popcultcha.com 

 
MUSIC PLAY GAMES/DVDs 

 50 Bourke Street,  Melbourne 
 9650-0652 

 

They stock an interesting range of all the obscure 
DVDs and boxed sets we like – new and used – that 
are harder to get elsewhere.  They have offered us 
5% off their already favourable prices (floor stock 

only).  Show your membership card to Rex... 
Gifts for the Geek 

123 Little Malop Street, Geelong, 3220 
 5229-3630 

 

10% discount for members on production of 
membership card, or if ordering online, quote 

WHOWHO.  For further details, e-mail 
sales@giftsforthegeek.com.au 

You can even subscribe to an e-mail newsletter  
which provides details of upcoming sales, specials 
and other opportunities.  Look up their website at 

www.giftsforthegeek.com.au. 

 
Minotaur: The Pop Culture Megastore 

121 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, 3000  
9670-5414 

 

Our long-serving sponsor who offer 5% to 10% 
discounts on a range of Doctor Who merchandise.  
In addition to the obvious, they also stock a huge 

range of other sci-fi, fantasy, manga, anime, books, 
comics and figurines.   www.minotaur.com.au 

Membership Levels - One is Silver, the Other Gold 

Traditional - $25 
 

Six A4 Black and White 
issues of Sonic Magazine 

 
Six Bonus A5 Comics 

 
One Discount Card 

 
$5 Entry into Meetings 

 

Family - $35 
 

Six A4 Black and White 
issues of Sonic Magazine 

 
Six Bonus A5 Comics 

 
Multiple Discount Cards 

 
$5 Entry into Meetings 

 

Silver - $45 
 

Six A5 Full Colour 
issues of Sonic Magazine 

 
Six Bonus A5 Comics 

 
Multiple Discount Cards 

 
1 x Free Meeting Pass 

 

Gold - $80 
 

Six A4 Full Colour 
issues of Sonic Magazine 

 
Six Bonus A5 Comics 

 
Multiple Discount Cards 

 
2 x Free Meeting Passes 

Proudly printed by 
Digital Print Centre 

at Deakin Uni Geelong 
http://www.deakin.edu.au/logistics/print/ 

How to Join the Doctor Who Club of Victoria 

You can join in multiple ways, the simplest will 
always be in person at a meeting – otherwise you 
can send a letter with a cheque/money order to: 

 PO Box 8080, Rippleside, Victoria, 3215  
with your postal details on it. 

 

If you are one of those computer types, we also 
accept PayPal payments through the 

www.paypal.com.au site sending the funds to: 
treasurer@dwcv.org.au 

Please send your membership details to both that 

address and secretary@dwcv.org.au to speed up 
your membership processing.  Now do remember to 

send your details as half the people who pay via 
PayPal do not and tracking them down can be 

harder than just an email.   
If you are unsure about joining the club or would just 

like a promotional pack, please contact 
secretary@dwcv.org.au and we will send one out 

promptly. Please don’t hesitate to ask any questions. 

Discount Cards Accepted at the Following Stores 
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First Contact Convention: See Page 22 

Paul McGann at the Astor Theatre: See Page 22 

Sonically Stylised - Volume 3.1 - Issue # 176 

Pages 2 & 3 
 
 

Pages 4 & 5 
 
 

Pages 6 & 7 
 
 

Pages 8 & 9 
 
 

Pages 10 & 11 
 
 

Pages 12 & 13 
 

Membership 

Lobby ~ Information 
 

Editorial Revelations 
Inter-Club Occurrences 

 
President’s Report 

Cheating Via Facebook 
 

K•9 
Series Preview 

 
End of Time 

For Jack of All Trades 
 

Adam Richard’s 
Big Finish 

Pages 14 & 15 

 
 

Pages 16 & 17 
 
 

Pages 18 & 19 
 
 

Pages 20 & 21 
 
 

Pages 22 & 23 
 
 

Pages 24 & 1 
 

Biography Review 
Rumours not Spoilers 

 
Torchwood Convention 

Judith McGinness 
 

Important Dates 
DVD Releases 

 
Forum Faces 

forum.dwcv.org.au 
 

Triocon & Astor 
Club Meeting Details 

 
Cover to Cover 
Michael Young 

 

“And so it came to pass, on Christmas Day, that the human race did cease to exist.  But even then, the Master 
had no concept of his greater role in events for this was far more than humanity's end.  This day was the day 

upon which the whole of creation would change forever.  This was the day the Time Lords returned.” 

 

Next Issue 

We shall feature a tribute 
to Russell T. Davies and 
if you have anything you 
care to say about him or 

his era, including 
individual episode/
season reviews or 

comments, please send 
them to our email 

address:  
 

sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 
 

That said, we are always 
looking for new and 

interesting articles, so if 
you have a strange or 
terrible item in your 

collection, why not tell us 
and share your shame 

with people who can judge 
and mock you, while 

feeling secretly guilty for 
wanting to go on eBay to 

track it down for 
themselves. 

 

Any news, gossip, and 
spoilers, including pictures 
are always useful so please 

send us details, or just 
links, to save us time having 

to source all  this material 
for ourselves. It’s work, 

after all! 

Junior Sonic 

Want more children's or 
young adult content in  
Sonic?  Well, submit us 
some drawings, photos, 
jokes, or reviews and we 

shall get your work 
published.  The more we 

get, the bigger the 
feature shall be - get 

submitting! 

Comic 1.2 

Sonic is printed on paper  
sourced from old-growth rain 
forests protected by hippies. 

Contents and Conventions 
Please note new Details - Bulk renewal issue # 177 
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sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 

As anyone who’s read 
my blog knows, I’m a 
big fan of a certain long-
running British SF TV 
series.  One that started 
watching - from behind 
the sofa - when I was 
three.  And while I know 
it’s cruel to make you 
wait for things, in about 
14 months from now, 
which is to say, NOT in 
the upcoming season 
but early in the one af-
ter that, it’s quite possi-
ble that I might have 
written an episode.  And 
if I had, it would origi-
nally have been called 
“The House of Nothing”. 
But it definitely isn’t 
called that anymore.   - 
Neil Gaiman 

As tradition dictated by work, I arrive for Saturday meetings around three o
cannot be helped, but this does truncate my reviews of meetings.  So, I think it now 
can be declared the start of the two hour reviews.  This also works for the MSFC 
meetings, although I can stay for a third hour if I want to deprive myself of sleep.

I would like to thank everyone who notices any spelling error, grammatical faux pas, 
or graphical misalignment and ask them to keep this knowledge to themselves.  IAC 

Editors’ 

Report 

The Chase 
Sonic Version 2.0 

What?  Another issue already?  Yes!  With a brand 
new style for a brand new year and a brand new 
Doctor!  I love doing this magazine and I am very 
pleased with how the new design has turned out; 
we just keep getting better and better – that’s what 
outsiders tell me and I think so too.  I am 
immensely proud of what this little team of editors, 
contributors and proofreaders has achieved and, if 
I were just a club member who was receiving this 
quality and amount of pages and little extra 
giveaways (like the bookmark and renewal 
postcard in this edition which I am even more 
proud to have created) then I would be shouting it 
from the rooftops about how amazing our 
magazines are!  Not to mention wanting to do 
anything I can to help them do even more!   
 

I think it is appalling and very selfish that only a 
couple of members outside of the committee have 
EVER given me any positive feedback (or negative 
for that matter) about these works of art that are 
our Sonic Screwdriver Magazine!  What is wrong 
with people?  Are we being taken for granted and 
is the effort and results not even appreciated?  
Well, that is how it feels!  We also foolishly 
neglected to label issue #175 as a double Issue, 
because that is definitely what it was, our biggest 
and best yet. 
 

As well as that, I want to mention all the time and 

work that the committee members and a few other 
helpers put into every other area of the club which 
also seems to be taken for granted – since when 
has it ever been right that the few should do 
everything for the many?  NEVER!  Then I hear 
that they cop criticism from members about trivial 
things ... shameful!  It is long past time for 
members to “put up or shut up”!   Get off your 
collective bums and CONTRIBUTE... any way you 
can! 
 

I am also very excited about what 2010 holds for 
our favourite series ... I am sure that Matt Smith 
and Karen Gillan will be much-loved in their new 
roles and that Steven Moffat and his team will be 
universally applauded for what they have achieved 
with the 2010 series of Doctor Who.  Just the 
spoiler pics and You Tube clips have convinced me 
of that and I can’t wait for April.  Yes, I am still very 
sad that David Tennant and Russell T. Davies are 
gone, but it is definitely time for a new era of 
Doctor Who. 
 

Despite all of that, we have great plans for Sonic 

Screwdriver (and the club) in the coming months 

and I hope that every member will find something 

that they can do to contribute to this great club and 

fantastic magazine!           MY 

Ian A. Chapman Sonic Editor Club President Fanboy 

I lost count of the hours spent on this issue; whole 
days tapping away at the keyboard, clicking the 
mouse, and checking the inbox desperately hoping 
someone submitted something.  Actually no, I 
never checked, but still the submissions were 
severely lacking this issue. This delayed production 
as we still had pages to fill and now with the 
separate comic, we are left with four additional 
pages to fill in a standard sized Sonic.  
 
The beauty of this issue, however, comes from the 
new design.  Absolutely everything you see came 
custom-built for this issue, nothing from the old 
template survived.  That means a huge array of 
alterations to fixtures of Sonic which passed from 
one issue to the next.  Strangely, it filled me with 
excitement dealing with all this extra workload.  It 
really is fun, playing with the living core of Sonic. 
 
I probably would enjoy myself more if I did not 
need to design and update a new database next 
week so Sonic can be posted, but we never seem 
to possess time.  Not that we mind, both Michael 
and I work better after the deadline.  Still, I did not 
intend to be working on Sonic at this point; 
however, this quality requires two focused editors, 
plus the spare we carry around for additional 

content and the comics. 
 
As I write this, Sonic is essentially text finished.  
That means I walk away and try to manage all the 
club’s paperwork, while Michael suffers a severe 
panic attack when he notices my characteristically 
quirky alignment, interesting image selection, and 
my sarcastic comments buried in articles. It will be 
a solid week of cleaning for him. 
 
Now with this issue, we gave ourselves no rules.  I 
like the more fluid style of pages rather than the 
structured ones of our past design.  This does 
require more work as the layout changes to suit the 
articles and spacing, but there will be so much 
content spread throughout the pages, I am sure 
your style of reading Sonic will change. 
 
You can expect Sonic 177 out relatively soon as it 
should be simpler to produce.  We’ll be doing a 
tribute to Russell T. Davies and if you would like to 
say anything regarding his work, stories, or choices 
in the series, we will publish them next issue.  
Remember, if you submit content, we can produce 
Sonic much faster as we do not need to write as 
many articles ourselves!          IAC 

     Michael Young     |     Editor    |      Media Contact      |      Creative Supervisor      |      Designer 

John Leeson is still the 
voice of K-9! 
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 Trivia Quiz 
 Sci-Fi Update 
 Club News 
 Discussions 
 Projections 

Changes to be 
made in the format 

to our meetings 

I finished January with the Doctor 

Who Club of Geelong.  While I could 

have been there on time, I managed 

my traditional lateness to their 

Robot's Picnic and timed my arrival 

for their stop at an ice cream parlour – a wise choice 

of alternate venue on a hot day!  We talked for ages 

and played with our new mobiles, but the relaxed 

and informal nature is quite inviting.  Anyone in the 

area should check out the DWCV Facebook group 

and find out when they will hold their second 

meeting. 

 The first Saturday of the month welcomes all 

people Star Trek-inclined.  I arrived during the 

technical difficulties portion of the evening.  Looking 

over the room they used for this meeting (the room 

we usually occupy), it looked quite similar to our  

setup, with a striking difference.  They fit in three 

times the members.  An overwhelming number of 

families and couples watched a suspiciously clear 

image projected to a satisfyingly large proportion.  

They talked of the Patrick Stewart convention, which 

I suspect went down rather well.  

 Regrettably the hot dogs just sold out as I 

arrived.  I could have lived with this, aside from the 

one remaining bun mocking me with its       sausage

-less construction.  I consoled myself with a Solo 

and lent against the dividing door to watch the 

proceedings.  Two captains talked alongside their 

first officers, offering their personal observations, 

thoughts and feelings of their various Treks. 

 Naturally the screened content fell into 

smoke blowing, so I wandered off looking for a 

conversation in the foyer.  I found one; indeed it 

quite quickly snowballed into a group discussion 

regarding the forthcoming series of Matt Smith.  In 

short, manly gushing ensued. 

 The balance that AusTrek offers their 

members is one we now try to offer at our own  

meetings – although we do need more volunteers to 

achieve this.  For the DWCV March meeting, you 

will see a similar style set up which I think will suit 

everyone.  We have tried mixing styles before, but 

this time, I feel we have gotten it right. 

 We will start with a trivia quiz on a different 

theme of Doctor Who, we shall then talk of club and 

science fiction news.  An auction will be held if 

people bring things along to sell.  We then will go 

into the new series content and other gems. 

 The following Friday, I went as usual to the 

Melbourne Science Fiction Club's meeting, albeit 

only for a couple of hours as the late night conflicts 

with my early starts (my alarm sounds at 4:30am 

before a couple of snooze button jabs).  I am 

beyond impressed at not only the quality and 

content of the meetings, but the committee who run 

them and the members who help.  Their meetings 

are clearly structured and offer something for 

everyone.  I highly recommend looking up their 

meetings for a topic or night which suits you. 

 Even topics which may not immediately 

appeal, such as the comic and graphic novel talk 

the other week, can enthral the seat-filler.  While I 

hold a general interest, I never read comics to any 

real degree, but the historic look at their 

development over the last century captured not only 

my attention, but that of the whole room.  I even 

found out about an Australian graphic novel, written 

about fruiterers,  called Rooftops which I plan to 

locate and read one day.  Oh, they also make a 

fantastic cup of coffee.  I usually sneak out quietly at 

ten, but on a particularly good night I have been 

known to see it through ‘till the end (and then regret 

it next morning at work!) 

 As for the meeting on the second Saturday of 

the month, Star Walking sustained their usual 

professional level.  With something on offer for 

everyone, I decided to bypass the children's area 

and dealers room, noticed the lack of hot dogs on 

the menu with the taunting mustard proving that 

they were there earlier, before making it in time for 

the auction – although I resisted the temptation to 

bid on a Star Walking jacket and some strange 

finger puppets. 

 The Star Walking mob offered the usual 

fantastic door prizes and raffles, which made it 

worth staying until the end.  Then a fan film 

screened; Pink Five initially found me looking for 

subtle ways to leave the building – however, it 

quickly gained pace, quality, humour, and even 

originality. 

The third Saturday was spent at our very own meeting.  While the air seemed lack-lustre, a spirit of 
debate did engage people over the best regeneration sequence.  We decided upon Peter Davison 
as the more fitting sequence, although David Tennant’s final moments of “I don’t want to go” were 

touching, albeit eagerly awaited by the seventh minute of his extended good bye.   
Most of the better looking members stayed out the back talking while the less glamorous hid in a 

darkened room.  The main discussion came from the lack of updated content on the forum/
website, as opposed to the Facebook page.  This I addressed this morning, and now its updated 

until the end of the year.  Feedback works! 

As tradition dictated by work, I arrive for Saturday meetings around three o’clock.  It 
cannot be helped, but this does truncate my reviews of meetings.  So, I think it now 
can be declared the start of the two hour reviews.  This also works for the MSFC 
meetings, although I can stay for a third hour if I want to deprive myself of sleep. 

Melbourne Science Fiction Club ~ AusTrek ~  Star Walking 

Partners in Crime 

 Free tea 
 Free coffee 
 Free biscuits 
 Soft Drinks 

- $1.50 

Beverages and 
goodies to be 

offered in meetings 

 Trivia Quiz 
 Dress Up 
 Games 
 Disc Library 
 New Material 

Activities to be 
offered as standard 

in our meetings 

Inter-Club 

Visits 
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Ian Anthony Chapman  I am about to start writing my pages for Sonic now, so if 
anyone wants to say anything in print, try to sell something, or complain about the 
president (Michael would probably put this on the cover) now is the time to do so. 
 
Now for a bit of house cleaning – until Judith can change the side bar on this page, 
please note the membership details posted there are now obsolete.  Due to the 
additional size and number of magazines, combined with postage charges, 
membership of the DWCV has risen for the first time in five years.  
 
We now have a vacancy in the committee due to Andrew needing to step down from 
the General Committee position.  As this will again be contested, a vote will be need 
to be held.  For this reason, I think we ought to hold a meeting the day after the 
convention where the election should take place. 
 
We will not do a full-scale postal ballot this issue, but I shall advise anyone interested 
in voting to contact me and we will make sure their vote will count if they cannot be 
there on the day.  Anyone interested in standing for the position can contact me 
directly or through the details listed in Sonic as soon as I write them! 
7th of February - Five hours ago · Comment · Like · Report 
 
Dean Rainford The Sydney Morning Herald reports that Day One of Torchwood: 
Children of Earth delivered a record audience for the Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation's digital channel ABC2.  The first episode had 190,000 viewers, including 
time-shifted viewers. 
26 January at 08:51 · Comment · Like · Report 
Stewart Holmes likes this. 
 
Judith McGinness Red alert - someone has been playing silly buggers again with our 
members, sending emails claiming they're stranded in England after having 
everything stolen, and need a large amount of cash to be urgently sent. Take no 
notice- it's BS! 
25 January at 20:04 · Comment · Like · Report 
 
Manuel Bouw Thanks for the heads up, Judith! 

25 January at 21:28 · Report 
 
Ian Anthony Chapman The End is Just the Beginning... Season Five trailer for 
Matt Smith containing SPOILERS... 

 
Doctor Who - Series 5 (Matt Smith) Trailer 

www.youtube.com 
A trailer for Matt Smith's first series in Doctor Who, to be 
broadcast in Spring 2010. 
10 January at 09:15 · Comment · Like · Share 
Renee Alpress likes this. 
 
Renee Alpress hahaha... the doc whacking a dalek with a sledge 
hammer! priceless! :-) 

10 January at 16:48 
 
Blue Skylady the Doctor using a gun? :( 
24 January at 21:48 
 

 
Renee Alpress Merry Tennantmus and a Happy New year! 
 

Doctor Who Club of Victoria photos 
25 December 2009 at 22:41 · Comment · Like · Share 

Anthony Talarico likes this. 
 
[The Doctor will never suspect a thing!] 

Science-fiction social 
club for fans of Dr. Who, 
been going since 1979.  
Meets once a month in 

Melbourne, and 
magazine Sonic 

Screwdriver comes out 
bimonthly, now with a 

bonus Fancomic.  
 

Open: All content is 
public.  50 members: 

 

Ian Anthony Chapman 
Paul Williams  
 Daryl Uren 

 Manuel Bouw 
 Adam Conybear 

 Ben Hughes 
 Andrew Saunders 

 Mim Eis 
 Judith McGinness 

 Joshua Boland 
 David Ross 

 Phillip Nicholls 
 Myki Teefax Richardson 

 Beky Tully-Gibbens 
 Megan Townsend 
 Natalie Scharley 
 Chris Johnson 

 Marcus Johnson 
 Daniel Paul Crowe 

 Renee Alpress 
 Anthony Talarico 

 Blue Skylady 
 Loup Garou 
 Piers Callant 
 Craig Irvine 
 Ken Deep 

 Stewart Holmes 
 Luke Tognolini 
 Derek Screen 
 Ophir Shemer 

 Matthew Rayner 
 Samantha Whitehead 

 Damian Christie 
 David Robinson 

 Fiona Hawke 
 Mary Ann 

 Ruth O'Reilly 
 Karin Albrecht 
 Steven Puttock 
 Natalie Jones 
 Paul Turnbull 
 Jennifer Blyth 
 Dean Rainford 
 Angelo Kene 
 Paul Denny 
 Chris Teh 

 Lucy Zinkiewicz 
 Karl Roemer 

 Spritey Saunders 
 Mark Hayes 

 

Joining the Doctor Who Club of Victoria’s Facebook page is free and a convenient 
method in contacting the club without having to register on the forum or website. 

Absolute Power... 
Ian’s Idiosyncrasies via Facebook 

President’s 

Report 
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Judith McGinness Christmas party couldn't have gone better - tho a few things need 
restructuring with the auction. 
21 December 2009 at 12:05 · Comment · Like · Report 
Piers Callant likes this. 
 
Anthony Talarico Congratulations on the McDoctor special and the Lord of Time 
Comic mini-magazine 
20 December 2009 at 23:27 · Comment · Like · Report 
Renee Allpress and Piers Callant like this. 
 
Joshua Boland Christmas Party Was A Success :D:D:D 
19 December 2009 at 18:16 · Comment · Like · Report 
Piers Callant likes this. 
 
Piers Callant Doctor Who @ 8:31pm tonight on ABC2! (Last years Christmas Special) 
18 December 2009 at 20:33 · Comment · Like · Report 
 
Ian Anthony Chapman We always welcome new blood... 
 
You are ahead of me with your viewing; I am only half way through season one of SJA 
and have yet to finish the Infinite Quest, let alone the new animation. 
 
Sonic went to the printers today, so the wait is almost over for the spectacular 
McDoctor special! 
07 December 2009 at 18:50 · Comment · Like · Report 
Renee Allpress and Piers Callant like this. 
 

Piers Callant I've got it! 
18 December 2009 at 20:33 · Report 
 
Piers Callant I've joined :-) Enjoyed The Waters Of Mars Preview, Dreamland and 
The Sarah Jane Adventures' eps with the Doctor in them. :-) 

29 November 2009 at 20:32 · Comment · Like · Report 
 
Ian Anthony Chapman - Doctor Who Club of Victoria photos 
 Not to be missed for all those of our kind... 
 

International 'I have a TARDIS in my profile picture' week 
Location: Your Facebook profile 
Time: Monday, 23 November 2009 00:05 
22 November 2009 at 10:56 · Comment · Like · Share 
Renee Alpress likes this. 
 
The Never Mind The Buzzcoks Doctor Who Special will air on 
Wednesday 16th December. Oh, I added a spoiler review to Waters of 
Mars in the discussions if anyone is tempted to read... 

 
 Basically you get multiple membership cards, which can be used for discount at 
Minotaur, Gifts for the Geek, Popcultcha, and Music Play . Also, family members hold 
the right to vote at the AGM, irrespective of their age. You will still only receive one 
copy of the magazine. Also, if they are in their teens or older, they would get in 
cheaper to meetings ($5 as opposed to $7). Children may enter meetings for a gold 
coin donation 
October and November 2009 at 20:32 · Comment · Like · Report 

 

Traditional Membership: 
$25 for six B/W A4 

issues of Sonic 
Screwdriver, plus six 

issues of A5 Fancomic; 
one discount card 

 

Family Membership: $35 
for six B/W A4 issues of 
Sonic Screwdriver, plus 

six issues of A5 
Fancomic; up to six 

discount cards 
 

Silver Membership: $45 
for six colour A5 issues 
of Sonic Screwdriver, 
plus six issues of A5 
Fancomic; up to six 

discount cards, plus one 
free pass to a regular 

Northcote meeting 
 

Gold Membership: $80 
for six colour A4 issues 
of Sonic Screwdriver, 
plus six issues of A5 
Fancomic; up-to six 

discount cards, plus two 
free passes to regular 
Northcote meetings. 

 

~ 
 

Question: Mary Ann 
I was thinking of joining 

the fan club.  I was 
contemplating single 

membership but 2 of my 
kids are fans too.  What 

benefits does family 
membership have over 

single membership? 
 

Response: Ian A. 
Chapman 

Basically you get 
multiple membership 
cards, which can be 
used for discount at 

Minotaur, Gifts for the 
Geek, Popcultcha, and 

Music Play.  Also, family 
members hold the right 

to vote at the AGM, 
irrespective of their age. 

 

You will still only receive 
one copy of the 

magazine. Also, if they 
are in their teens or 

older, they would get in 
cheaper to meetings ($5 

as opposed to $7). 
Children may enter 

meetings for a gold coin 
donation. 

If you’d rather not join Facebook but still want to receive in-between magazine news, please 
send an e-mail to president@dwcv.org.au to be entered into the occasional e-mail list. 

Search “Doctor Who Club of Victoria” on Facebook 
Corrupts Absolutely 

President’s 

Report 
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Preview 

 ~ SPOILERS! 

K • 9 
K • 1 . K • 2 . K • 3 . K • 4 . K • 5 . K • 6 . K • 7 . K • 8 . K • 9 . 

Whilst Starkey and Jorjie are trying to escape the police they 
take refuge in a large detached house, now the residence of 
reclusive scientist, Professor Gryffen 

Inside the dilapidated mansion, they see Gryffen absorbed in an experiment with a strange piece of 
alien technology, a Space Time Manipulator. Darius an artful dodger who, among his many 
occupations, runs errands for Gryffen, confronts the pair, but at that moment a portal opens and 
through the hole torn in the fabric of space/time burst two reptilian warrior Jixen. The Jixen try to 
attack Starkey but the teenager is saved by a small dog-like robot, K9 Mark I. 
In the ensuing battle, the only way K9 can defeat the Jixen is to blow himself and them to pieces. One 
surviving Jixen limps out of the mansion. Before expiring, K9 is able to give instructions that allow 
Starkey to initiate a regeneration program. A new, more sophisticated and futuristically designed K9 is 
regenerated. 
 

K9 and the kids break into The Department’s prison to set free 
every type of alien imaginable! 
Having been “tagged” by Jixen slime, Starkey is in hiding from 

The Department and the Jixen Warrior who survived K9’s blast.  Jorjie tells Starkey that the 
Department is imprisoning aliens and K9 flies off to investigate.  Jorjie’s mother is Department 
Inspector June Turner and there is a confrontation as the youngsters and K9 try to help release the 
innocent aliens.  Starkey confronts the Jixen with dire consequences! 

Originally created for the 1970s Doctor Who 
series by Bob Baker and Dave Martin, K9 has 
long been an iconic television character.  Now 
comes a brand new adventure series featuring 
everyone’s favourite robot dog! 
 
K9 is a children’s sci-fi/adventure series 
combining comedy, action and suspense – think  
X-Files meets Men in Black with a zany dash of 
Ghostbusters.  K9 mixes live action characters 
with stunning visual-effects. 
 
K9 and Starkey, with the assistance of Jorjie, 
Darius and Gryffen, become the Earth’s front line 
defence against dangers threatening from 
anywhere and anytime in the galaxy.  They will 
have a lot of fun, action, adventure, and some 
scares along the way, saving the Earth from alien 
creatures, monsters and more than a few human 
threats. 
 

The series currently screens in Eastern Europe, 
and will reach the United Kingdom around Easter. 
 

The series will screen in Australia on the Cartoon 
Network later this year (October/November).  
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 3 – The Korven  
 4 – The Bounty Hunter 
 5 – Sirens of Ceres 
 6 – Fear Itself 
 7 – House of Gryffen 
 8 – Jaws of Orthrus 

 9 – Dreameaters 
 10 – Curse of Anubis 
 11 – Oroborus 
 12 – Alien Avatar 
 13 – Aeolian 
 14 – Last Oak Tree 

 15 – Black Hunger 
 16 – Cambridge Spy 
 17 – Lost Library Ukko 
 18 – Mutant Copper 
 19 – The Custodians 
 20 – Taphon TimeLoop 

 21 – Robot Gladiators 
 22 – Mind Snap  
 23 – Angel of the North  
 24 – The Last Precinct  
 25 – Hound of Korven  
 26 – Eclipse of Korven 

K • 9 
. K • 1 . K • 2 . K • 3 . K • 4 . K • 5 . K • 6 . K • 7 . K • 8 . K • 9  

In saving Professor Gryffen from the most dangerous alien in 
the galaxy, K9 and Starkey find a home. 
Starkey is homeless and K9 and Jorjie try to help.  Darius, 

Gryffen’s assistant, contacts them after the Professor (who is an agoraphobic) disappears from the 
mansion!  A warning from the 50th century is received and K9 and the youngsters give chase to a 
mind sucking alien called The Korven who has snatched Gryffen. 

“The ability to travel 
through space and 
time is enormously 

valuable… There is no 
limit to where you can 
go or who you could 

bring here” 

 
Gryffen is absorbed in 
an experiment with a 
strange piece of alien 
technology, a Space 
Time Manipulator. 
 

 
The Department wants 
professor Gryffen to get 
it operating properly. 
 

Professor Gryffen  
~ Robert Moloney 

 
“Nobody thinks and 
nobody gets hurt” 

 
 

A message from 
Stark Reality 

 

Starkey or Stark Reality 
as he liked to be known 
is an orphan and rebel 
who ultimately plans to 
bring down the system 
but for the time being 

he is prepared to simply 
slip through the cracks.  

Starkey is always 
getting himself into 

trouble.  While evading 
the police he takes 
refuge in a large 

detached house, now 
the residence of a 
reclusive scientist. 

 
“They track down 

aliens, lock them up 
and none of them ever 

come back out…  
 

They’re not all like 
Jixen, most of them 

are completely 
peaceful, they’ve just 

happened to have 
wound up here” 

Jorjie an adventurous 
girl who partly admires 

Starkey’s dissident 
stance, but mostly 
wants to share the  

excitement that’s afoot. 

 
“You’re a trouble 

maker and the Prof 
doesn’t need that, 

that’s my problem.” 
 

Darius is an artful 
dodger who, among his 
many occupations, runs 
errands for Gryffen.  He 

also looks out for the 
professor. 

Starkey played by 
Keegan Joyce 

Jorjie Turner played by 
Philippa Coulthard 
Darius played by 
Daniel Webber 

 

“Well whatever it is the 
department wants it 
tracked down, captured 
and handed over” 
 

 

June Turner works for 
The Department, she’s 
in charge of the Space 
Time project. 

 
June Turner played by 
Robyn Moore 

The series currently screens in Eastern Europe, and will reach the United Kingdom 
around Easter. The series will screen in Australia on the Cartoon Network later this year . 

Material obtained from ~ http://www.thedoctorwhosite.co.uk/ 
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Jack!  … of all trades … 
Spoilers!  The End Of Time       Spoilers!  

Hey there … Captain Jack  
(the Alternate DWCV Universe version)  here again!    

No, I do not want to accept that this is the End Of Time ... and more importantly, the end of David 
Tennant as the Tenth Doctor!  It has been stalking us, slowly drawing nearer through the darkness, 
that endless march of time that drags us kicking and screaming into tomorrow, when we really just 

want a little more of reality as we know it ... change is not always a good thing ... but that still 
remains to be seen later in 2010! 

Filming the outdoor helicopter scenes, writing 
the Master’s return, the Master’s past history, 
Emo Master and hearing the sound of drums.  
Donna’s back, Wilf as a companion, the Silver 
Cloak and Minnie.  Shooting the Shimmer, 
Trinity Wells return, the climactic scenes in the 
mansion and the huge set.  Multiple Masters and 
how it was done.  The return of the Time Lords 
and their history.   

Featured interviews and comments:  Russell, 
David T, Euros Lyn (Director), Julie Gardner, 
Bernard Cribbins (Wilfred Mott), Jacqueline King 
(Sylvia Noble), June Whitfield (Minnie), Lachele 
Carl (Trinity Wells), Tracey Ifeachor (Abigail 
Naismith), Peter Bennett (Producer), Edward 
Thomas (Production Designer), Ben Griffiths 
(Electrician).    
Rating: 9 out of 10 ...!!!  

  Declassified 4.17  ~  Lords and Masters 

Hang on a minute, what is going on with 
everyone here?  It felt at first like people had 
forgotten the Doctor, not actually what 
happened but perhaps it was just a slip in the 
way it was written.  Still, it was brilliant how 
Russell addressed so many unfinished plot 
points in a single conversation with Ood 
Sigma and I loved the stained glass window 
idea.  The narration adds so much to the epic 
nature of the story.  The cafe scene is 
emotionally brilliant with amazing 
performances from David and Bernard.  Wilf 
takes on a very important role in the events 
of the universe and rightly so, he has become 
almost a father figure for the Doctor.  It is a 
delight to see the inclusion of the ‘silver 
cloak’ and their involvement in events, their 

‘photo opp’ with the Doctor was hilarious.  
John Simm’s madman performance is 
wonderful as is the “so obvious” revelation of 
the true nature of the Sound of Drums.  The 
emotionally complex showdown between the 
Doctor and the Master is like 2 out-of-control 
children.  A great cliffhanger ending as the 
Master takes his ultimate insane revenge on 
the human race and then – the Time Lords 
return!  What a ripper ending, it gave me 
goose bumps ... and how is anyone going to 
stand the wait of seven days for the final part!  
AAAAHHHHHHH!!!! 
Rating:  9 out of 10 ... A really great start to the 
end of time and David Tennant’s Doctor! 

4.17  ~ The End Of Time (Part 1) 

Russell T Davies’ greatest moment so far!       
(Apart from when Stuart gave Vince the K-9 
for his 30th birthday in Queer As Folk).   
“I Will Not!” says Rassilon.  No one could be 
more appropriate to be the last great 
adversary of David Tennant’s Doctor than 
that treacherous, megalomaniac, egotistical, 
genocidal coward – so perfectly portrayed by 
Timothy Dalton.  To see a little more of 
Gallifrey is wonderful.  The Time Lords return 
and show their true colours.  Massive 
performances from everyone.  Amazing work 
with so, so many Masters and the last great 

showdown including gunner Wilf.  Huge 
drama, huge action, huge effects, huge 
consequences.  With one look from his 
mother, the Doctor knows what he has to 
do ... his ultimate sacrifice for the humans he 
loves so much.   
David’s final performance makes us smile 
and rips our hearts out!  So beautifully 
rounded off ... the tears flowed with his final 
heartbreaking words, “I don’t want to go...”  
One song is ending but the story never ends!  
Geronimo!!! 
Rating:  10 out of 10 ... Bold and brilliant! 

4.18  ~ The End Of Time (Part 2) 
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Jack!  … of all trades … 
Spoilers!  The End Of Time       Spoilers!  

Tennant as the Tenth Doctor!  It has been stalking us, slowly drawing nearer through the darkness, 
that endless march of time that drags us kicking and screaming into tomorrow, when we really just 

David Tennant goes out with a bang!  Making him 
suffer and making it fun.  Filming the stairs and the 
dummy.  The Hesperus ship and the gun turrets.  
Wilf goes wild.  The Time Lords in the Gateroom, 
Timothy Dalton as the Lord President.  The Master 
being used and fighting back.  The 4 knocks, the 
sacrifice for Wilf.  Farewell for the companions... a 
perfect ending (more tears!).  David’s last day on 

set. His final goodbye (more tears!). Geronimo!       
Regeneration day!  Featured comments:  Russell, 
David T, Euros Lyn (Director), Julie Gardner, 
Bernard Cribbins (Wilfred Mott), John Simm (The 
Master), Timothy Dalton (Rassilon), Sinead Keenan 
(Addams), Tracey Fetcher (Abigail Naismith), Peter 
Bennett (Producer), Edward Thomas (Production 
Designer). Rating: 9 out of 10 ...!!!  

  Declassified 4.18  ~  Allons-Y! 

 

When I heard that Catherine Tate had a 
Christmas Special I just had to see it ... I have 
missed her, so it was necessary!  Based on her 
famous character Nan (What a F***ing Liberty!) 
Taylor, it had to be her version of Scrooge and A 
Christmas Carol.  It was great!  But the best bit, 

and the biggest surprise for me, was the 
appearance of David Tennant as one of the 
ghosts ... doing a great impersonation of well 
know oversexed British idiot  Russell Brand ... 
Brilliant!  It was a fantastic Christmas present 
and great to see Catherine again!   

Catherine Tate Christmas 2009 

After getting through the departure of David 
Tennant we were immediately thrown head first into 
Matt Smiths’s Doctor as the TARDIS crashes and 
burns back to Earth.  Then we had a trailer for the 
2010 series that included Weeping Angels, Daleks, 

River Song, Amy Pond, vampires and a pile of 
other high action clips that clearly showed the new 
team of Matt, Karen, Steven and others are going 
to deliver one of the best seasons of Doctor Who 
ever!  Bring on Easter 2010!!!  Geronimo!!! 

  2010 Trailer 
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In June 2004, the TV team of Sylvester McCoy and 
Sophie Aldred were joined in the Big Finish Audio 
productions by Phillip Olivier, once a star of the 
long-running Liverpool-set soap opera Brookside. 
Olivier is something of a pinup with my people, and 
has released calendars for the last few years.  Not 
that what he looks like barely-dressed in a calendar 
should have anything to do with his performance in 
a purely auditory format, but it helps me imagine... 
 
Hex, the nickname of plucky nurse Thomas Hector 
Schofield, first appears in The Harvest (Dan    Ab-
nett, June 2004) where the Doctor and Ace (here 
going by the name McShane) are undercover in 
2021 and investigating some curious goings on at a 
hospital.  Hideous experiments on humans turn out 
to be truly horrifying when the truth about them is 
revealed.  I heard this yarn without knowing much 
about it, and found it thrilling; I experienced genuine 
shock and surprise at the turn of events, so if you 
are contemplating it, don't read anything about it 
before listening. 
 
Dreamtime (Simon Forward, March 2005) is an 
annoying mess, made all the worse by dreadful    
attempts at Australian accents.  This story has links 
to the 6th Dr adventure, Sandman, and that was an 
abomination. There are some exciting and surreal 
moments, and having been to Uluru, I had some 
impressive pictures in my head, but this is definitely 
not Who's finest moment. 
 

Rebellion against a police state is at the heart of 
LIVE 34 (James Parsons & Andrew Stirling-Brown, 

September 2005) where the entire story is told 
through broadcasts on a news radio station.  The   
divergent format gives Hex a chance to really shine 
as a character, and we see many of the events 
through his eyes.  The Seventh Doctor is up to his 
manipulative best, and this is a constantly        chal-
lenging adventure, that never gets bogged down in 
predictable storytelling (even if it does go a bit loopy 
at  the end). 
 

The creepiest toy rabbit you have never seen ap-
pears in the chilling Night Thoughts (Edward 
Young, February 2006) and it will creep you out for 
much of the duration.  The ending is, unfortunately, 
set up so well throughout the story that it’s not 
much of a surprise when it finally comes.  (Either 
that, or I've been reading too much Ruth Rendell) 
 

Hex comes into direct contact with Oliver Cromwell 
as he invades 17th Century Ireland in The Settling 
(Simon Guerrier, May 2006).  This play is hard 
work, full of the brutality, futility and sheer stupidity 
of war.  The performances are top notch, as the 
regular and guest cast attack the meaty script with   
relish.  Many of the best Big Finish stories are, like 
this, purely historical, with no flourish of fantasy, but 
the realism does make for an exhausting experi-
ence at times.  The events of The Settling exact an 
emotional toll not just on the regular characters, but 
on the listener as well. 

Upcoming 
Audio Releases (UK) 

 
March 4th 

Castrovalva 
 

March 31st  
The Architects of History  

 
March 31st  
Paradise 5 

(The Lost Stories) 
 

April 8th 
The Hounds of Artemis: 

11th 
 

April 8th 
The Three Doctors 

 
April 8th 

Torchwood: 
The Radio Adventures 

 
April 30th 

Point of Entry 
(The Lost Stories) 

 
May 6th 

Mission to the Unknown  
 

May 6th 
Torchwood: TBC 

 
June 3rd 

Daleks - Mutation of 
Time 

 
June 3rd 

The Runaway Train: 
11th 

 
June 30th 

Song of the Megaptera 
(The Lost Stories) 

 
July 

Cobwebs: 5th 
 

August 
The Whispering Forest: 

5th 
 

September 
The Cradle of the 

Snake: 5th 

For more of Adam Richard visit The Fabulounge at: 

http://adamrichard.com/ 
Audio  

Review 

Adam Richard’s Big Finish 
7th Doctor, Ace & Hex 
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The horrors of war are still very much front and cen-
tre in No Man's Land (Martin Day, November 2006), 
when the TARDIS crew end up in France during 
World War I and must solve a murder that is yet to 
happen.  Psychological manipulation and torture 
make this, like the previous story, very heavy going, 
but again, the cast turn in sublime performances. 
 

War is prevalent, but off-world when The Doctor, 
Ace and Hex land on the futuristic planet of        
Nocturne (Dan Abnett, February 2007) which owes 
a lot of its tone to the cabaret scene of 1938    Ber-
lin.  Art and beauty abound, but there is terror just 
around the corner at any moment.  This is one of 
those occasions where the writer has used the fact 
that this is a story without pictures as a conceit, and 
while it's not entirely unique for this medium, it's not 
too annoying or, as has happened in the past, bor-
ing. 
 

The Dark Husband (David Quantick, March 2008) is 
an out-and-out farce, with Danny Webb (Impossible 
Planet/Satan Pit) playing just about everybody other 
than the TARDIS crew.  One of his characters 
sounds like the bombastic Brian Blessed 
(Mindwarp) which does start to wear one down by 
episode 3 – who knows how I got through part 4! 
 

Four single episode adventures make up the 45th 
anniversary release Forty-Five (Mark    Morris, Nick 
Scovell, Mark Michalowski, Steven Hall, November 
2008) all of which feature the number 45 prominent-
ly in a 'Bad Wolf' kind of way.  Like Circular Time 
and 100, Big Finish's other anthologies of single 
episode stories, the pieces here are very hit and 

miss.  If you don't like the one you're in the middle 
of, there's a new one along any minute now... 
 

The Doctor is dropped into the middle of an absurd 
and very surreal adventure in The Magic Mousetrap 
(Matthew Sweet, April 2009), and he is soon face-to
-face with one of his oldest adversaries.  Olivier and 
Aldred get to work outside of their regular charac-
ters here, and to great success.  A delightfully en-
joyable, albeit menacing tale.  Ventriloquist dolls 
have never been so frightening. 
 

Wholesale slaughter is always on hand when the 
Doctor is forced to become The Enemy of the Da-
leks (David Bishop, May 2009) and the body-count 
this time around is no exception, for human or Da-
lek.  This is a fast-paced, frantic story packed with 
carnage that is           reminiscent of Eric Saward's 
work during the Peter Davison years (Earthshock, 
Resurrection of the Daleks). 
 

Hex's final story so far is The Angel of Scutari (Paul 
Sutton, June 2009), where he returns to a genre 
that has served him so well – Earth's war-torn past.  
This time, he is trapped in the Crimean War, as Ace 
and the Doctor are flipped about in time.  It is not 
long before dedicated nurse Hex, meets the mother 
of all nurses, the lady of the lamp herself, Florence 
Nightingale. The ending of this story is a ripper, and 
I don't want to spoil it here.  Once again, the regular 
and guest cast rip into a superbly written story. 

Upcoming 
Book Releases (UK) 

 

March 1st 
Code of the Krillitanes 

 

March 15th 
Chicks Dig Time Lords 

 

March 29th 
Volume 1 - Fugitive 

 

April 15th 
DWM Special: 

Companion 
 

April 29th 
Decide Your Destiny 
: Claws of the Macra 
: The Coldest War 

 

April 29th 
DW Classics Omnibus 

 

May 1st 
Funfax 

 

May 4th 
The Crimson Hand 

 

May 4th 
Torchwood: The Selkie 

 

May 31st 
The Macros 

(The Lost Stories) 
 

June 24th  
Episode Guide 

 

July 22nd 
The King's Dragon 

Nuclear Time 
Adorable Illusion 

 

October 31st  
Meanings of the 

Monstrous 

To tour the enormous and amazing world of Big Finish go to: 

http://www.bigfinish.com/Doctor-Who 
Audio  

Review 

Adam Richard’s Big Finish 
7th Doctor, Ace & Hex 

Also see: Thicker Than Water 
(Paul Sutton, September 2005) 
the 6th Doctor/Mel/Evelyn tale 
that reveals the Doctor has been 
involved with Hex since birth... 
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Book 

Review 

1 ~ His smile!  
(It must have cost him a 
fortune!) 
 

2 ~ His openness! 
(Tells the world the 
truth about himself) 
 

3 ~ His love of life 
and people! (Every 
day is a celebration) 
 

4 ~ His immense 
talent! (Don’t be 
rude). 
 

5 ~ How he poses! 
(He knows his best 
angles) 
 

6 ~ His humility!  
(He always seems so 
shy and he retires away 
from attention). 
 

7 ~ That he knows 

how to solve a 
problem like 
Maria! 
 

8 ~ He knows when to 

stop counting!  
                          MY 

Seven things  
I admire about 

John          
Barrowman 

While John Barrowman’s first biography, Anything 
Goes, was a fun adventure, this second one, I Am 
What I Am is a work of art!  John welcomes us into 
his beautiful new home in Sully, Wales, which he 
shares with his husband, Scott, (hottie Scottie) and 
their 3 dogs; Captain Jack (brilliant name for a Jack 
Russell Terrier!), Charlie and Harris.  This house has 
a heavenly view that I am very envious of.   
 

Having clearly learned from the response to his first 
book, John, again with the help of his sister Carole, 
shares with us everything from family stories through 
his Doctor Who and Torchwood journey to his latest 
on-stage antics.  I didn’t even get past page 20 be-
fore breaking into a belly laugh that was akin to San-
ta Claus – which was very appropriate as I was read-
ing it on Christmas Day after receiving it as a pre-
sent. 
 

So for this latest offering I spent a wonderful evening 
at John and Scott’s charming home in Sully, where 
we dined together and, as ever, John just could not 
shut up.  He told an engaging range of stories that 

 
embarrassment while Scott kept us wined and fed... 
 

John has recently completed the first series of his 

night-time variety show, Tonight’s The Night.  It was 

a long and complex struggle to get this show on the 

air; the biggest challenge being to convince the  peo-

ple in power to give it a go.  Needless to say, it was a 

big hit and a great variety show.  The biggest hurdle 

came from what can be referred to as ‘the big balls-

up’ – John is well known for flashing his      various 

bits at people and this topic was raised, with much 

hilarity, when he was on a BBC Radio show.  When 

dared, he quickly flashed his balls at the host – what 

he did not realise is that the studio was being web-

cast at the time... So resulted his ‘Ball-gate affair’.  

How ridiculous that an incident on a radio show 

should come to threaten his upcoming TV show!  It  

proves that some people really need to grow up! 
 

One of the sections that was a real highlight for me 

was pages 73 to 79 where he so succinctly defines 

his relationship with Scott that, for the first time, I 

could pinpoint so much about my own long term rela-

tionship that I have with my partner, David.  I used to 

think we were the exception or a bit odd, now I real-

ise we are so very, very normal! 
 

This is also not a book for everyone because it is so 

open and honest about John being gay.  We have to 

remember that the character we so love, Captain 

Jack Harkness, is also gay and then some.  When 

kids watch some episodes of Doctor Who they will 

see that and understand it as ‘just another          al-

ternative’ unless someone decides to instil in them a 

judgemental attitude against that.  So much of Doc-

tor Who over the decades has been about    fighting 

and overcoming such injustices.  I have never forgot-

ten the first time, many years ago, that I attended a 

DWCV meeting – we were sitting       together watch-

ing an episode and there was a   number of homo-

phobic comments from the people behind me refer-

ring to things on the screen.  The result of that igno-

rant behaviour was that I never attended a DWCV 

meeting for another five years and as a result the 

club missed out on so much that I could have done 

for them in those years!  This behaviour would NEV-

ER be allowed to happen in our club today and I can 

assure all people that they will feel very welcome 

and unjudged! 
 

Read this book, it is filled with great lessons, stories 

and humour ... and I didn’t forget to touch the full-

size black Dalek at the front door on my way out ...  

Rating:    10 out of 10! 

 

“...I Am What I Am  and what I am needs no excuses ...  
I deal my own deck, sometimes the Ace, sometimes the Deuces ... 

Just one life with no return and no deposit ... One life now it’s time to open up your closet ...  
Life ain’t worth a damn ‘till you can shout out ... I Am What I Am!!!!” 

 

Great and powerful words from a powerful and unforgettable song by Gloria Gaynor.   
We are as we are and no-one should have to explain it to others or need to justify our being and choices to 

anyone – and would not have to if everyone would be honest with themselves and then others.  If you are not 
part of a minority who do not fit the so called ‘average’ rules of any society then you probably will not  

understand how it feels for any human to be pre-judged, rejected, ridiculed, belittled, beaten or even seen 
friends murdered by some ignorant, bigoted fanatic – but it happens all over the world every day!     

It must stop mattering to people if we are straight, gay, black, white, Aussie, Kiwi, American, English,  
Christian, Muslim, Catholic, Pentecostal, Anglican, Hundu, etc. – because without these prejudices we are, 
above ALL, fellow humans who need to be accepted and respected as all equal.  Only weak people need to 

feel they are better than someone else.  No-one is perfect, no-one is always right, everyone’s a freak in some 
small way!  That is a very strong message that this song and this book shout out.  Thank you, John, for being 

who you are, without fear, and with the strength to shout the truth from the roof tops ...  

You are an inspiration and a true 21st Century Hero!!!   Michael 

Our Captain Jack, John Barrowman, has released the second part of his  
autobiography; this one so aptly titled, I Am What I Am.  A must read for  anyone 
who admires John or loves Captain Jack.  This is more brutally honest than the  

first and says so much that needs to be said ... all of which I agree with! 

John Barrowman reviewed by Michael Young 

I Am What I Am 
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I have just finished sifting through over 75 posts 
full of,  ‘A look ahead at the new Doctor’, whilst 
avoiding as many spoilers as possible.  But still, I 
read enough to at least sum up what my sources 
are saying. 
 
Officially, the BBC are very happy with the new 
Doctor so far.  Steven Moffat is providing an fresh 
new glance at Doctor Who and ticking the right 
boxes with the Beeb. 
 
But it is not the Beeb that will decide the fate of the 
new Doctor.  It will be the fans and the ratings. 
 
So, what can we expect? 
 
Firstly, let me sum up what you might expect from 
a Steven Moffat Doctor Who: 
 
Steven is a ‘Classic’ Doctor Who enthusiast. 
Therefore you can expect several of the old foes to 
start returning to the new era of Who.  And I do not 
mean the Salt and Pepper shakers and the Metal 
Men from Mondas. 
 
He would very much like to bring back creatures 
like The Sea Devils, The Silurians, The Zygons, 
The Sontarans and The Rutans, as well as several 
"Classic Who" monsters that ‘didn't get much of a 
chance’ in his opinion.  This may also see the 
return of several cameo ‘crowd favourites’, such as 
Alpha Centauri, the Nimon, the Draconians and so 
on. 
 
Many people are looking forward to many more 
‘Steven-style’ stories.  But while he has dipped his 
oar in a bit more with the general feel of the 
stories, he refuses to speculate to what extent his 
influence will play. 
 
Steven has also been in contact with several 
‘Classic Who’ writers to return to the series; most 
notably, Terrance Dicks.  It seems he would like to 
return partly to the ‘Classic Style’ and has not ruled 
out the return of more ‘Cliffhanger multiple part 
stories’. 
 
He has already stated that the new Who may have 
a darker feel to it, which would suit the style of 
Matt Smith. 

So, what can we Expect from Matt Smith? 
 
This is a question that will not really be answered 

until either the regeneration scene, or until the start 
of the 2010 season.  Whilst the 2010 series has 
been produced, the only opinions I have been able 
to eke out from my sources so far are: 
 

"The production looks fantastic" 
"It's definitely got a much different feel to it" 

"Matt is interacting with his new cast very well" 
"It should be much better than what people think" 

 
and other useless hyperbole and phrases which 
don't really tell you much.  Having said that, I did 
hear this from a very reliable, and totally 
anonymous source.  I have only just got 
permission to publish this: 
 
Remember: this is just a rumour, and should be 
treated as gossip 
 
Whilst the BBC are confident in the success of 
Matt Smith, there is a possibility that they may 
have developed a contingency plan.  After the 
ratings fallout between Tom Baker and Peter 
Davison, they would like to steer clear of such a 
thing happening again. 
 
So, if the rumour is true, they have produced and 
developed a contingency of ‘Doctor Who stories’ to 
air in the event it all flops.  Basically, they will pull 
Matt off air, show their backup stories then slot in a 
new Doctor playing exactly the same regeneration 
as Matt and explain it away in some other manner. 
 
Please note: This is only speculation.  Such a 
contingency may not even exist – although, I have 
heard some wild, outlandish rumours as to who the 
‘Alternative Doctor’ may be... 
 
I will leave my latest Gossip Corner there!  As this 
will be the last piece of gossip and idle speculation 
I will post this year, I wish to thank all of you for 
reading this far, and for your support during the 
past 12 months! 
 
See you all in 2010: The year we make Contact! - 

This is Hal 9000 signing off! 

The Eleventh Hour   
The Beast Below the Victory of the Daleks 

s time to open up your closet ...  

and would not have to if everyone would be honest with themselves and then others.  If you are not 

s a freak in some 
small way!  That is a very strong message that this song and this book shout out.  Thank you, John, for being 

Dated 

Rumours 
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I went to Belfast, Ireland in October for a few weeks to 
visit the family.  Between the first and second week, there 
was a  Torchwood convention, THE HUB 3, just a short 
flight away in Birmingham.  The proposed lineup was 
impressive - John Barrowman, Gareth David-Lloyd, 
James Marsters and about 10 guests from both seasons 
of Torchwood and the more recent  Children of Earth.  I 
had not yet seen C of E, but I have a habit of meeting cast 
members at conventions nowadays, and watching their 
performances later on the DVDs, carefully avoiding spoil-
ers during their guest talks.  John Barrowman was doing 
La Cage aux Folles at the time and had reluctantly can-
celled his convention appearance.  However, James 
Marsters had hit his head while filming the day before, 
and his doctor had forbidden him to travel – so by default, 
Gareth David-Lloyd became the Guest of Honour. 
 

Over the three days, Friday to Sunday, there were ap-
proximately 1,000 attendees; predominantly British 20-
something girls.  I met three other Australians, from 
Queensland, Templestowe and Camperdown.  The con 
was held at the Hilton Metropole, which is perfect with its 
rabbit-warren of ballrooms and other facilities. Cost-wise it 
was a very good deal - £78 (just under A$160), and it 
included all entertainment, a goody bag, and one free 
autograph from all guests (with the exception of James 
Marsters) and they even provided all the photos at no 
extra charge.  I arrived there early Saturday and did all the 
usual things, starting as I do with the merchandise room.  
There were only two things I would have changed - one, 
there was no photography allowed in the autograph room, 
and secondly, there were only four merchandise dealers.  
But every convention has its unique regulations, and 
that’s how it is.  I quickly snapped up a must-have item – 
a beautiful framing mount.  It was long and thin, had the 
word TORCHWOOD in laser-cut letters, and each letter 
contained a still from the series.  The dealer had made 
only 25 to see how they’d go, and I got the last one, deter-
mined to get all the autographs on the one item.  And as 
each person signed it over the two days, they marveled at 
how impressive it was looking.  (Getting it back to Belfast 
and home in one piece was another story).   
 

As there were only four merchandise dealers, I didn’t do 
the usual amount of looting – in fact, even the supermar-
kets and toy mega-stores had almost completely run out 
of Doctor Who merchandise, pending the new Doctor and 
new range of toys.  So all I bought was a Torchwood pen, 
a Doctor Who sleeping bag, an Adipose necklace, a little 
TARDIS tin and one of those TARDISes that lights up and 
makes a range of noises (as if I don’t have enough      
TARDIS-ness!).  It came with figures of the Doctor, Mar-
tha and Captain Jack.  I also bought numerous auto-
graphed photos.  There was a raffle with a difference – 
the prize was an ‘Intimate Encounter’ (the 12 winners had 
the opportunity to mingle with some of the guests for a 
while in a private room). 
 

Gareth David-Lloyd gave a good talk, and in response to 
my question, indicated that he may be visiting Australia.  I 
have to say that I’ve never met an actor who is so unlike 
his character.  Every guest was extremely pleasant and 
informal in the autograph room, and was happy to have a 
brief conversation.  I particularly liked Nikki Amuka-Bird 
(Beth), Nicholas Farrell (Brian Green) and Lara Phillipart 
who played Jasmine, the little girl who was abducted by 
the fairies.  She is a delightful little girl, very polite and  
businesslike, and all of 12 years old.  There was another 
guest, Rik Makarem  who played Dr. Rupesh.  I hadn’t yet 
seen him on   Torchwood, but recognized him a few 

nights later when watching Emmerdale, where he appar-
ently is a new regular. 
 

Over the three days, there were a lot of fans in costume, 
especially in grey RAF coats (and surprise, not one of 
them looked like Captain Jack!)  There were also a great 
many teddy bears in costume.  But it was at the Saturday 
night party that the fans outdid themselves in dedication.  
The variety of costumes was amazing.  Someone had 
gone to the trouble of replicating the  Doctor’s hand in a 
glass tank.  It could have been the real prop, it was so 
good.  The party was awesome, they even had a jumping 
castle.  Oh, and great music – everyone danced to the 
Time Warp as well as all the old daggy dances.  At one 
point, a collective squeal of delight went up with the open-
ing bars of a song I didn’t recognise, whereupon every 
female in the ballroom sang every word with religious 
fervor.  I turned around to someone and said, “that bloke’s 
got a great voice, who is it?”  It was John Barrowman 
himself, singing, “I Am What I Am”.  It was a great night, 
and there were a few bad hangovers at breakfast the next 
morning. 
 

There was great excitement on Sunday, with the surprise  
announcement that James Marsters was being replaced 
by Kai Owen.  Having received this information late, I 
raced out to get an autograph token, only to find that he’d 
already finished and the table was deserted.  He was just 
heading out the door when a  sympathetic security guy 
called him back and asked if he’d sign one more auto-
graph.  Kai Owen is one of the friendliest guests I’ve ever 
met.  He signed my collector’s piece as if I was doing him 
a favor, and handed me a promotional postcard with his 
official  website.  He did photo ops in the afternoon.  I 
went up to him and said “It’s the Harwood’s Lorry Man!” 
and we simultaneously looked at each other and burst into 
“you won’t be sorry with a Harwood’s Lorry” and had a 
good laugh, then he wrapped his arms around me and the 
photo’s a beauty.  He is JUST like Rhys – a very ap-
proachable bloke off the street, I would have taken him 
home. 
 

I spotted Gareth David-Lloyd several times on Sunday 
hovering around the hotel reception looking like a sad 
puppy.  Eventually he went up to a girl with long black hair 
(who from the back I could have sworn was Eve Myles – 
hopefully another surprise guest) but no – the girlfriend 
had arrived and he was happy at last.  I saw a lot of them 
in the evening, as they were at the next table at the hotel 
restaurant with a few mates. 
  
There’s an awful anti-climactic atmosphere on a post-
convention Monday morning.  The autograph and dealer’s 
room with no lifesigns; fans checking out and reluctantly 
returning to the real world, wondering how they’re going to 
get all their new collectibles home; last minutes of quality 
time grabbed in the breakfast room with new friends that 
you know you’ll never see again – and swapping of email 
addresses that will likely never see your outbox even 
though it’s all so meaningful at the time.  And worst of all, 
your heroes have gone.  You listen to the lucky locals 
conspiring over which convention they’re going to next 
week or the week after – and you wish you didn’t live so 

far away.                                  -Judith McGinness. 

TORCHWOOD Convention  
Birmingham, October 2009 ~  by Judith McGinness 

Convention  

Report 
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Time Meddler Poems 
By Julie Scott of the Time Meddlers in USA  

 

The Doctor 
  

The stars rushed by in endless monotony 
Old to me, as I am older. 

My eyes tired and unimpressed 
with even the most wondrous sights 
until I saw them through her eyes. 

 

The guilt, like a crushing weight on my shoulders,  
the sorrow unbearable, surrounded by darkness. 

Rushing around like a mad missionary 
trying to be all of them, so desperately lonely,  

until I took her hand, and she didn't pull it away. 
 

Awaking in the night with their faces surrounding me,  
and the flashing beams of destruction  

new again in my mind, visions of darkness 
Seeing all that is, all that was,  

and all that ever will be. 
  

The images swirled in the night, the sound of screams 
ran mercilessly through my drenched body . 

Then out of the dark, a small hand. 
I reached out, she put her arms around me 

and slowly, the noise stopped. The visions stopped. 
I fell asleep holding her, and I was alright. 

  

For the first time in so many years 
the morning holds so much promise. 

I see the wonders and the beauties of the universe again. 
I can smile again, and I can laugh. 

I never thought that I could feel this way again. 
I'm not alone anymore.  I have her. 

I see my face reflected in the mirrors of your body 
You see yourself reflected in me. 

The cold seems everlasting. 
All of my most creative thoughts are just    outside my grasp. 

Am I still me? 
Guns fire, lasers shriek, the sound of marching metal 

Reverberates within my soul. 
Emotionless, I stand before nature 

feeling so far apart from everything, I call out 
There is no answer. 

Delete. The word swims through my being in nonsensical patterns. 
Gray and silver, black and white 

Where are all of the colours that I knew? 
They have swirled away from me 

far into the depths of space and time 
never to return 

and somewhere inside the mirrors 
I weep. 

Poetry 

Here are the poems I wrote about the Doctor and Rose  
(I wrote these for a friend who requested them after the second season finale): 

   Here is the Cyberman poem: 

Rose 
 

I focus on the kitchen clock. 
The numbers go in and out of focus 

as the tears flow from my eyes. 
For so long it didn't matter. 

Time had no meaning with him. 
  

Is it day or night? 
With him the nights were so long,  

and the days opened to new worlds 
that seem more real to me in my memory 

than any day that I've had since him. 
  

It all goes by so slow now,  
days into weeks into months 

I feel them passing, and it's different 
There's no colour anymore 

All of the colours left with him. 
  

I was sure of everything with him. 
I don't know if I loved 

the days we explored more,  
or the nights we held each other  
until we fell asleep. I miss him. 

  

Every day I tell myself 
to be the person he taught me to be. 

Everything I do in my life, good or bad,  
brings me to him in my mind 

to ask him if he's proud. 
  

Every morning I look beside me  
expecting to see him there 

Then I remember, force myself up 
dry my eyes, get dressed. 

No breakfast, thank you. I'm not hungry. 
 

I have my family and friends. 
They are worth so much to me,  

and yet I know that I would leave them,  
although it would break their hearts,  

to have just a few more moments with him. 

     Art by Judith 
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Renewal 

Information 

Important Club Events 
March ~ April ~ May 

While all the meeting details are presented in a large and complex grid at the back of Sonic, there are a few 
meetings which deserve or requite some extra care and attention, so these are the choice meetings of 2010. 

As most people who attend meetings or read the 
online club sites would be aware by now, there 
now exists an opening for a new member to fill a 
General Committee role.  This position requires 
that the person elected attend committee 
meetings.  Ideally the person would also be 
involved in the workings of club meetings, in some 
capacity. 
 

The vote will take place at the next meeting, March 
21st, with nominees accepted from the members 
present.  If you would like your vote to count, but 
cannot be there, please send your details to the 
president and I will call you on the day to record 
your vote.  The person who is elected shall hold 
the position until the Annual General Meeting. 

 

Northcote Town Hall from Noon till Five 
 

Next meeting will be a retrospective on the 
surviving episodes of the stories Marco Polo and 
the Reign of Terror.  We shall discuss the future 
for the fan-made reconstructions and whether this 
impacts how the BBC could deal with the releases 
of orphaned episodes. 
 
Other discussions shall include, I am sure, the 
forthcoming new series with a whole range of 
differences and the previous day’s convention. 
 
The election will probably be done near the start of 
the meeting (unless anyone requests otherwise).  
This will be a secret ballot if the General 
Committee position is contested. 

Election for General Committee Sunday March the 21st 

 
 

Doctor Who Model Making Night 
~ now comes with magazine sorting  ~ 

 

Melbourne Science Fiction Club 
 

8 PM till 11 PM ~ St. David’s Uniting Church Hall 
74 Melville Road, West Brunswick 

 
First Visit - Gold Coin ~ Non-Members - $5.00  

Mini Convention 
~ All Clubs Welcomed  ~ 

 

Guest and details yet to be announced 
 

St. David’s Uniting Church Hall 
74 Melville Road, West Brunswick 

 
Check next issue or online for details. 

Friday April the 9th Saturday May the 22nd 

Renewal Issue - One Issue Left for Most Members - Rejoin Now 178 - 181 

Upcoming News Stories 
 

Matt Smith’s regeneration 
in first adventure.  Twelfth 

Doctor revealed to be 
Charlie Sheen 

 

TARDIS changes shape 
into a large latte machine 

 

Inertia revealed to be “froth 
based” with coco sprinkles 

 

Steven Moffat resigned 
due to  “creative 

differences” 
 

Alpha Centauri returns 
 

Zombie King Adric seeks a 
gold star and “brains” 

 

Ian banned from writing in 
side columns after Michael 

actually reads Sonic! 

 
 
Now is the time to renew to make sure you do not 
miss out on your subscription to Sonic Screwdriver 

and the Special Edition bonus comics. 

Look inside the front cover to find out the best way for 
you to new and which rate would suit you best. 
Consider going Silver – only $35 for a family! 

Second Last Issue If you expire with 177 

If you renew now, you will be automatically entered 
into any bulk renewal competition if the club decides 

run one with the next issue. 

If you want to extend your membership by a few 
issues to reach the next bulk renewal rate, e-mail 

president@dwcv.org.au and I will help you. 

If you are missing an installment, many of out more recent issues can be found on 
the club’s website.  Download a .pdf to see what Sonic looks like in full shiny colour. 
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Although no one in the DWCV knows me, I have 
always wanted to write something and have it 
published.  If this is published and becomes an 
ongoing article then...YAY!  Doctor Who is the top 
most important thing in my life except for my family, 
friends and ultimately me.  Doctor Who has been 
around for quite a while, it is the longest-running sci
-fi TV show in the world, it goes back so far that my 
mum watched it when she was 10 years old.  
William Hartnell was an awesome Doctor so were 

all 

the other Doctors: Patrick Troughton, Jon Pertwee, 
Tom Baker, Peter Davison, Colin Baker, Sylvester 
McCoy, Paul McGann, Chris Eccleston and David 
Tennant.  Now, about Matt Smith – I just don't think 
he will be good enough, but I guess that's what 
everyone said about David Tennant so everyone 
should give him a go!  Hopefully, I’ll have the 
chance to write for a second time!     Bailey :-)  

  A Paragraph about Doctor Who by Bailey Hall 

March 1st 
Double Pack 

The Space Museum 
The Chase 

  
March 29th 

Myths and Legends 
The Time Monster 

Underworld 
The Horns of Nimon 

 
June 14th 

Kamelion Collection  
Kings Demons 
Planet of Fire 

March 4th 

The Peladon Tales 
The Curse of Peladon 

The Monster of Peladon 
 

The End of Time Parts 1 & 2 
DVD and Blu-Ray Release 

 
April 1st 

The Mask of Mandragora 
 

Region 2 Late Addition: 
 

September 6th 
Time and the Rani 
To Be Confirmed 

The Creature from the Pit 

The Dominators 
 

Some early Doctor Who DVD 
were released with sub-standard 
extras or other omissions. The 

BBC will start re-releasing some 
of these titles with new special 

features and covers. 
 

Re-visitations Box Set 
The Talons of Weng Chiang 

The Caves of Androzani 
The TV Movie 

Region 2 Region 4 Coming Soon 

While all the DVD details are presented in a small and simple grid on this page of Sonic, there are a few 
releases which deserve or require some extra care and attention, so these are the choice discs of 2010. 

Musings of Members from Messages and Meetings 

Musing 

Releases 

Based on my memory of the discussion at the last 
meeting, the members’ general opinions about 
regenerations are as follows: The first did nothing 
as it was simply old age.  The second could have 
been delayed for season 6B which makes sense of 
The Two Doctors.  The third seemed quite popular 
as it was cathartic and delayed and we speculated  
whether he actually died for a while.  The fourth, 
surprisingly, did not resonate particularly strongly –  

while more elaborate, it seemed somewhat anti-
climatic.  The fifth overwhelmingly suited the Doctor 
and people felt for his sacrifice.  The sixth 
regeneration got a laugh as the Doctor’s final words 
were, “Carrot juice”.  Now the seventh was taken as 
a little downbeat as it seemed a petty way for the 
Doctor to die.  The ninth was the most emotional, 
though some thought the “and so was I” line too 
much.  As for the tenth? “I don't want to go!” 

  Talking about Their Regeneration 

 
The TV Movie special edition will 

include a documentary called 
The Seven Year Hitch, which 

looks at Producer Philip Segal's 
long quest to get the project into 
production.  Interviews include 
Segal, writer Matthew Jacobs 

and the then-BBC 1 Controller, 
Alan Yentob. 

 

The DVD will be part of a two 
disc set and will feature the 
three documentaries looking 
back at the last five years of 
Doctor Who, Doctor Who's 

Greatest Moments, which were 
shown in the UK last summer. 

 
SJA Adventures - Oct  the 18th 
Underworld - In studio footage  
Into The Unknown - Making Of 

Between Now... And Now! 
Science and the Time Monster 

Restoration Comparison 
Who Peter - Partners in Time - 

1963-1989 (Featurette)  
Part Two - Music Demos  

Scottish Falsetto Puppet Theatre  
Read the Writer - Anthony Read  

The TV Movie Dreamland Myths and Legends 

Lost Library of Ukko 
DVD Dates and Details ~ Members’ Opinions 

If you have the time and technology to scan back issues of Sonic for a digital 
archive, please get in contact with the club at president@dwcv.org.au ~ Thanks. 
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A Change of Identity 
John Resigns for a Fourth 

 

Rank: Time 
Tot => 
Gallifreyan 
Guardians 
 

Posts: 127 
Member No.: 18 

 
 
John Barrowman has said he expects Torchwood is to return for a fourth series as a full 13 episode run. 
Speaking on Steve Wright in the Afternoon on BBC Radio 2, Barrowman confirmed he was signed up for 
the long-rumoured return, although a production date has yet to be finalised. 
 
He said there are currently no plans for Captain Jack to meet Matt Smith's Doctor in Doctor Who. 
 
-------------------- 
"What's the point in being grown up, if you can't be childish once in a while?" 
 
"Duggan! That was possibly the most important punch in history!!" 
 
Guarantees only come with dishwashers - and even then they are limited! 

 
 

Rank: Adipose => 
TARDIS Travelers 
 

Posts: 4 
Member No.: 
23 
Joined: 6-June 09 

 
 
How much difference a hyphen makes. 
 
Resign = Quits 
 
Re-sign = signs again 

mackem:  Posted: Dec 28 2009, 11:07 AM    Report Quote 

Rank: Time Tot => 
TARDIS 
Travelers 
Posts: 116 
Member No.: 
11 

 
 

Yes 'Mackem' I agree, proper punctuation and grammar 
-------------------- 
SONIC CO-EDITOR (The Two Michael's) 
 
"Don't confuse me with facts, my mind's already made up." 
 
A day without sunshine is like, you know, night. 
 
"There are 3 kinds of people in this world...those you want things to happen, those that make things 
happen, and those who just wonder what the hell happened!" 
 
"If your not living life on the edge, your taking up to much space!"  
(Proofer(RN): The last line of your signature is rather amusing, coming as it does in a post requesting the application of proper 
grammar… The correct usage is “you’re”, BTW…)  :-) 

john_smith95: Posted: Dec 29 2009, 09:47 AM    Report Quote 

Duggan:  Posted: Dec 26 2009, 09:50 PM    Report Quote 

 

Rank: Time Tot => 
Gallifreyan 
Guardians 
 

Posts: 127 
Member No.: 18 

 
 
No need to get critical!! 
 
The idea of a headline is to get you to read the article. And since you two commented on this post - 
obviously you did! 
 
-------------------- 
"What's the point in being grown up, if you can't be childish once in a while?" 
 
"Duggan! That was possibly the most important punch in history!!" 
 
Guarantees only come with dishwashers - and even then they are limited! 

Duggan:  Posted: Dec 30 2009, 05:54 AM    Report Quote 

 
 

Rank: Sontaran => 
TARDIS Travelers 
 

Posts: 
73 

Member No.: 8 

 
 
How much difference a hyphen makes. 
 
Resign = Quits 
 
Re-sign = signs again 

trivial:  Posted: Jan 4 2010, 01:48 PM     Report Quote 

Joining the Doctor Who Club of Victoria’s forum page is free and a convenient 
method of contacting the club without having to join Facebook or  the main website. 

Moderator’s 

Report 
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A Change of Identity 
www.forum.dwcv.org.au 

 
 

I would love to include in the next issue a detailed guide to the tenth, and maybe the ninth, Doctor's era in 
the TARDIS.  If people would like to include story comments, reviews, rankings, or other usable 
information, that would be lovely.  I am especially after specific story reviews, or even overall season (or 
indeed eras) reviews.  Make the submissions as long as you like, even standard guide-like material is 
appreciated.  Feel free to post here or submit to sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 

 
Yes, I managed to get dragged back to Sonic, despite my attempts to step down 

>>glares at Abbalicious Michael<< 
-------------------- 
Ian A. Chapman 
DWCV President 
Sonic Assistant 

 
 

Hi guys, 
I received a Matt Smith inscribed 8x10 in the mail today 
(all the way from Wales). 
Yipee! 
 
So I thought we could use this thread to discuss any 
Doctor Who autographs we have. 
Like for instance, I also have David Tennant and 
Sylvester McCoy's autograph. 
 
-------------------- 
What's the use of a good quotation if you can't change it? 
 
 

 
 

John Petwee 
 
 

Alexei Sayle as the DJ 
Still not ginger 

 
 

I wonder what adventures she's having, I mean she's has a ship as we see at the end of the episode, but 
it not time traveling (and who knows what speed the ship can travel), so she might be very limited in her 
travels.  She might be restricted to that system only!  
 
I'm thinking it would take the Doctor himself or one of his friends (or maybe even one of his enemies!) to 
come in and put her back in the mix of things.  She doesn't look like she's heading anywhere herself.... 
 
Unless it’s hidden somewhere deep in her mind; the ability to be able to grow a new TARDIS???  But 
maybe that art got lost when Gallifrey burnt... who knows? 

 
 

Georgina Moffett provided the voice for Cassie Rice in the animated serial "Doctor Who: Dreamland" (due 
to air in the UK on 21st Nov 09) alongside David Tennant as the 10th Doctor, but I haven't found any 
other information on her reprising the role of Jenny. 
 
-------------------- 
What's the use of a good quotation if you can't change it? 

 

 
Rank: Adipose => 
TARDIS Travelers 
 
Posts: 9 
Member No.: 37 
Joined: 28-
December 09 

 

Rank: Sontaran =>  
Council Timelords 
 

Posts: 62 
Member No.: 2 

 
 

 

Rank: Macra => 
TARDIS Travelers 
 

Posts: 43 
Member No.: 10 
Joined: 25-April 09 
 
 

 
TARDIS Travelers 
 
 
Gallifreyan 
Guardians 

 
 

Yeah he looks about 60 in the silver one....some heavy eyebrow-edge happening in the gold one too. 
Minotaur is bound to get them in eventually.  And I'm sure Australia post is always selling mint medals as 
well, maybe they might make their way into there. 

Topic: Doctor Who Medals Unveiled By Royal Mint     Posted: Jan 4 2010, 05:29 PM  

Posted in Topic: The Doctor’s Daughter    Posted: Nov 17 2009, 07:49 AM  manuelbouw  

Topic: Episode / Season Reviews, Wanted for Sonic... Posted: Jan 7 2010, 07:07 PM  ambivalence  

Posted in Topic: The Doctor’s Daughter    Posted: Nov 17 2009, 07:49 AM  manuelbouw  

Posted in Topic: Autographs    Posted: Feb 2 2010, 08:19 PM  manuelbouw  

Autographs  Posted: Feb 3 2010, 10:20 PM  warmaster 

Autographs  Posted:  Feb 5 2010, 03:50 PM  Oldmother  

If you’d rather not join the forum but still want to receive in-between magazine news, please 
send an e-mail to president@dwcv.org.au to be entered into the occasional e-mail list. 

Moderator’s 

Report 
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State Library of Victoria 
Village Roadshow Theatre 

Entrance 3, Latrobe St 
Melbourne, VIC 

 

Saturday March 20th 
9.00am - Doors Open 

10.00am - Official Welcome / lucky seat winners 
10.05am - Photo Session 

11.00am - Dominic Keating Live on Stage 
12.00pm - Auction with lucky seat winners 

1.00pm - Lunch Break (with screening) 
2.00pm - Kane Hodder Live on Stage 
3.00pm - Paul McGann Live on Stage 

4.00pm - Official Thanks  and Autograph session 
 

Fan Club Ticket - $60 
You must be a member of either Austrek, FSF or 
The Doctor Who Club Victoria to get this ticket 

 
Proof of membership will be required 

at the entry to the convention. 
 

Numbered Seating 
Access to all areas of the event 

Access to photo ops 
Autograph sessions (costs apply) 

   
Lunch With the Guests Ticket - $125 

Available to Ticket Holders Only - Limited Number 
 

Guaranteed seating upgrade to the front two rows 
 

Have lunch with the 3 guests 
on the day of the convention 

Includes food and drink. 

  
Autograph Ticket 

Available for purchase on the day 
Price $30 each 

  
Photo Op Ticket 

Available for purchase on the day 
Printed and returned to you same day at 8x10 

size. 
Maximum of 2 people per photo. 

Price $40 each 
    

 Extra Activities 
Lucky Seat Prizes 

General Chaos & Mayhem 
Withnail and I plus Paul McGann Live! 

 
The Astor Theatre is at the intersection of 

Chapel Street and Dandenong Road, St. Kilda. 
 

Friday  March 19 
8 PM — 105 minutes (film) 

 

Single Feature — All Tickets $26 
Special Guest — Paul McGann 

 
Star of Withnail and I live on stage at the Astor 

 

Paul will introduce the film 
Plus he will hold an audience Q&A. 

 
Director: Bruce Robinson 

Starring: Richard E. Grant, Paul McGann 
 

A delightfully wicked comedy about two            
unemployed actors in London in the late 1960s. 

They struggle to make something of their          
miserable lives and undertake a disastrous       

holiday in the country. 
 

George Harrison was the executive producer. Cult 
favourite. “We want the finest wines known to hu-
manity — we want them here and we want them 
now!” (Grant seated at a cheap diner). Watch for 

the dead chicken. (GF) 
 

Bookings: 
 

Tickets will be available at the theatre on the day 
but you can pre–book at the box–office during 
normal opening hours or by telephone on (03) 
9510–1414 ($1.50 handling and Australian–

postage surcharge for 'phone bookings). 
 

Film rating: Mature (M) 
http://www.astor-theatre.com/ 

Third Saturday of the Month 

Triocon: 2010 and Astor Hosting 
Paul McGann introduces Withnail and I before his First Contact 

Paul McGann: 
 

Collision (5 episodes) (2009) 
Lesbian Vampire Killers 

(2009) 
Fables of Forgotten Things 

Escape from Alcatraz 
Voice from Afar (2007) 

True Dare Kiss (6 episodes) 
Crashing in the Same Car 
Tripping Over (6 episodes) 

Poppies (2006) 
If I Had You (2006) 

Sea of Souls 
Rebound (2006) 

Marple: Sleeping Murder 
Gypo (2005) 

Naked in London (2005) 
Kidnapped (2005) 

Twisted Tales (2005) 
Lie with Me (2004) 

Agatha Christie: Poirot (2003) 
Y Mabinogi (2003) 
Listening (2003) 

Hornblower: Duty (2003) 
Hornblower: Loyalty (2003) 

The Biographer (2002) 
Queen of the Damned (2002) 

Blood Strangers (2002) 
Sweet Revenge (2001) 

My Kingdom (2001) 
Hornblower: Retribution 

Hornblower: Mutiny (2001) 
Hotel! (2001) 

Mother Me Daughter 
"Fish" (2000)  

"Nature Boy" (2000)  
Forgotten (1999) 

Breathless Hush (1999) 
The Dance of Shiva (1998) 

Our Mutual Friend  
(4 episodes) 

Downtime (1997)  
FairyTale: A True Story 

(1997) 
Testament (1996) 
Doctor Who (1996) 

The One That Got Away 
Merchant of Venice (1996) 

The Hanging Gale  
(4 episodes) 

Catherine the Great (1995)  
Three Musketeers (1993) 
Nice Town (3 episodes) 

(1992) 
Alien³ (1992) 

Afraid of the Dark (1991) 
The Monk (1990) 

Paper Mask (1990) 
Drowning in the Shallow End 

Dealers (1989) 
Streets of Yesterday (1989) 

The Rainbow (1989) 
 The Whipping Boy (1989) 

Tree of Hands (1989) 
Empire of the Sun (1987) 

Screenplay 1987 
Cariani and the Courtesans 

Withnail & I (1987) 
The Monocled Mutineer 

Importance of Being Earnest 
Give us a Break (1983)  
Play for Today (1982) 

As First Contact Conventions have assigned seating, I recommend booking your 
tickets so you manage to sit closer to the guests. Book early and book often! DWCV! 

Paul 

McGann 
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2010: The Year We Make Contact 
Third Saturday of the Month - Northcote Town Hall - Noon till Five 

Trivia Quiz with Potential Prize Panel prompted Discussions on various topics  

The March meeting is on a Sunday (to avoid conflict with Triocon) and April is on the last (4th) Saturday 

Marco Polo and Reign of Terror What future is there for missing episodes or reconstructions? March 21st 

Regeneration Episode / Cliffhanger Trivia Which Doctor’s personality altered the most from his debut? April 24th 

Focus on the 11th Doctor / Moffat Trivia Opinions on the latest Doctor, his stories, and his costume. May 15th 

New Series Statistics / Companion Trivia  Has the role of the companion really changed in 46 years? June 19th 

Focus on the Changes / TARDIS Trivia Have the changes of Steven Moffat helped the franchise? July 17th 

Monster Focus / Annual General Meeting Steven Moffat - The Horror of Who: Discuss his stories August 21st 

Finale Focus / Eleventh Doctor Trivia Which season finale worked best from the new series? September 18th 

Sarah Jane Adventures with Trivia Does SJA offer enough for an adult audience and should it? October 16th 

Developmental Daleks' Anniversary Who should exist? Imperial Daleks or Davros’ Darlings November 20th 

What is special about the Specials? Hosted Panel: Before and After Screenings of Doctor Who December 18th 

First Saturday 
Each Month 

 
$6 for Members 

$10 for non-members 
 

1pm to 5pm 
Northcote Town Hall, 

High Street, Northcote 
 

www.austrek.org 

Second Saturday 
Feb, April, June, Aug 

Oct, Dec - 2010 
 

Whitley College 
50 The Avenue, Parkville 

Mel Ref: 43 F1 

Last Friday 
Every Month 

 

6:30 @ Grandma Funks 
256 Swan Street 

 

8:30 @ Richmond Library 
415 Church Street 

 

www.spacedoutinc.org 
 

Sci-Fi for the Gay and 
Lesbian Communities 

 

Sorry I can’t be there, good to know you 
are around.  At least I can support you 

through this magazine, feel free to 
contribute! …  MY 

Friday Nights 
8 PM till 11 PM 

First Visit - Gold Coin 
Non-Members - $5.00 

St. David’s Uniting Church Hall 
74 Melville Road, West Brunswick 

March the 5th Trivia Quiz Trivia quiz and food night. Hot dogs. Simple. Edible. 

March the 12th Star Wars Discussion: The Phantom Menace is more significant 
than A New Hope.  

March the 19th George Ivanoff  
Gamers’ Quest 

Author of 36 novels, George Ivanoff speaks of his new 
young adult novel. Books for sale and signing. 

March the 26th New Captain Scarlet Shot in hypermarionation in 2005 and surprisingly 
good! TV Discussion night. 

April the 9th Doctor Who Doctor Who model making night with fanzine sorting! 

 
April the16th 

 
Star Trek 

What race are you? Bring your favourite memorabilia  
door prizes for most awesome envy-inducing, 
weirdest, and never authorised Trek things. 

April the 23rd Antifan Films Aussiecon 1 & 2 films on fan life in Australia. 

April the 30th Up The movie Up is the subject of film discussion night. 

May the 7th Trivia Quiz Sci-Fi foods depicted on TV and movies. 

May the14th Board Games Keen gamers talk and show the variety of games. 

May the 21st Mini-Con  Set-up Mini-Con set-up, also coffee, cake and conversation. 

May the 22nd Mini Convention One Day Con - All Melbourne Sci-Fi Clubs Invited 

 
May the 28th 

 
The Chronicles of Vidcoq 

A steampunk fantasy tale set in 19th century France. 
A mixture of French garishness and Tim Burton-esque 

gothic fantasy, with touches of Dark City. 

June the 4th  Trivia Quiz Trivia quiz and food night. Roast Dinner. 

June the 11th Queens of Fantasy C. L. More, Leigh Brackett, Ursula Le Guin and Tanith 
Lee - four horsewomen of the apocryphal. 

June the 18th Author Event An author event not to be missed, or announced... 

Ian A. Chapman 
president@dwcv.org.au 

0430 070 575 

Craig Hill 
v-president@dwcv.org.au 

0412 877 120 

Kerry Hughes 
treasurer@dwcv.org.au 

0438 099617 

David Ross 
secretary@dwcv.org.au 

0422 021 547 




